
“OPS THERMAL COVER” 

FROM MY APOLLO MEMORABELIA 

COLLECTION 

FIGURE 1 
 

 

The above photo represents an “Oxygen Purge System” (OPS) 

Thermal Cover used with astronaut KSC crew training Portable 

Life Support System (PLSS) backpacks. Backpacks used for crew 

training were called cryopacks rather than Portable Life 

Support Systems. 

The PLSS was designed for use in the vacuum of space as the PLSS 

sublimator that provides cooling for the PGA LCG water 

transport loop will only work in the vacuum outer space including 

of course, the moon. The cryopack used cryogenic air for 

breathing. 

 

 



 

The “OPS Thermal Cover” shown above in Figure 1 that I have in my 

collection was used by Apollo 14, Apollo 15, Apollo16, and Apollo 

17 prime and backup crews. 

 

The photos below labeled FIGURE 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 show two crossed out 

OPS checkout instructions on the OPS checkout label that match 

the two crossed out instructions on the  OPS cover in my 

collection verifying the validity of the subject OPS Thermal cover. 
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The story behind the crossed out instructions is interesting and is 

as follows: 

Crossed out step #4 of the instructions stated: 

“htr test – press - light on” 

The heater check was valid for OPS’s used for Apollo 11, 12 

and 13. After Apollo 13, further testing of the OPS resulted 

in the conclusion that the OPS heater was no longer needed 

to prevent OPS regulator freezing. 

 

Rather than removing the existing OPS checkout label and 

replacing it with a new label, I, as lead PLSS/OPS crew 

training engineer made the decision to cross out (using a black 

magic marker) the no longer needed instruction #4 requiring 

OPS heater checkout. 

 

Crossed out step #6 of the OPS checkout instructions stated: 

 

“Remove OPS Antenna Connector”  

It was decided after Apollo 11 that removing the OPS antenna 

connector should not be included in the OPS checkout 

instructions since removing the OPS antenna connector was 

only applicable when the OPS was being prepared for 

mounting on the PLSS. Note that the OPS antenna connector is 

connected to the EVCS (PLSS Radio) mounted on the PLSS. 

 

Two other uses of the OPS do not require use of the OPS 

antenna connector: 

 

 The first is when the OPS is mounted in the back of the 

astronaut’s helmet when retrieving film packs from the 

scientific instrument service module camera, with radio 

communications provided via hardline umbilical connection 

from the LM to the astronaut. 

 

The second OPS use not requiring the OPS antenna connection 

is the contingency transfer from the LM to the Command 

Module with the OPS being mounted to the astronauts waist. 

 

 

 

 


